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ABSTRACT

Terrain-scattered interference (TSI), i.e. jammer signals reflected on the earth’s surface, is a significant problem to military airborne

radar. In auxiliary beam TSI suppression the TSI in the main radar beam is estimated by a single or several auxiliary beams and is

subtracted from the main beam channel. The signal to subtract is the auxiliary beam signals fed through an estimate of the “reflec-

tion system”, which describes the scattering on the surface.

We first present results on the structure of this TSI suppression, on the estimation of the reflection system and on the quality of the

estimate. We then derive theoretical expressions for the SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) and the remaining TSI pow-

er for a single auxiliary beam. Since the SINR is directly connected to the radar performance, we can see what factors affect the

performance and how. We notice that when the estimated reflection system is missing one or more delays of the true system, the

TSI filter cannot suppress the TSI signal completely. This phenomenon, which we call “TSI leakage”, has a very large impact on

the performance. The SINR cannot be kept constant. Instead, an “SINR improvement” can be defined.

1 INTRODUCTION

Terrain-scattered interference (TSI) or hot clutter are signals from jammers which are reflected on the ground or sea before they

are received by a radar. In the mainbeam an often weak target signal has to compete with TSI. TSI is a significant problem to mil-

itary airborne radar systems and should be suppressed.

Several approaches to suppress TSI are proposed in the literature. Low sidelobes [5], adaptive beamforming and sidelobe cancel-

lation (SLC) [9] are suggested to be used against TSI in the sidelobes. Fast-time STAP (space-time adaptive processing) [11, 13,

21, 22, 28] is proposed to be used against TSI in the mainbeam. Fast-time means range bin to range bin sampling. It does not mean

fast execution. In cases where both monostatic (normal) clutter and TSI exist, the monostatic clutter is suggested to be suppressed

either separately before [28] or after [13, 28] the TSI suppression or together with the TSI by 3D STAP [13, 15]. All three approach-

es have advantages and drawbacks [13, 28]. Some of the literature about TSI suppression is not widely accessible. After year 2005

we have found nearly nothing published about TSI suppression.
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Fast-time TSI suppression methods for TSI in the mainbeam are usually of one of two different architectures [13], either the aux-

iliary beam architecture (also called sidelobe canceller [13]), where the TSI signal in the main radar channel is subtracted by an

estimated TSI signal from a single or multiple auxiliary channels, or the fully adaptive array (also called 2D STAP [13] or Direct

Form Processor [15]), where all antenna channels are processed together.

In the auxiliary beam architecture, the TSI signal in the main radar channel is generated by a reflection system with the transmitted

jammer signal as input. This system is created by scatterers on the ground or sea with different time delays and directions of arrival.

In the fully adaptive array there is no explicit reflection system, since there are no special main and auxiliary channels.

This article consists of two parts. In the first part (Section 2-3) we utilize results from the field of “system identification” [25] and

present a new way to view the auxiliary beam architecture which is centred around the reflection system. We model the reflection

system by a linear regression and employ least squares to estimate it, which both are well-known theories. By describing the reflec-

tion system as a linear regression we can include both structures of the auxiliary beam architecture, namely single auxiliary beam

and multiple auxiliary beam, in the same framework and we can choose which time delays and channels to include in the model

of the reflection system. By the least squares theory and extensions by us we get theoretical expressions for the quality of the esti-

mate of the reflection system. These quality expressions can be interesting by themselves but will become really interesting in the

second part (Section 4-6), where we use them in our derivation of theoretical expressions for the remaining TSI power after sup-

pression and resulting SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) for a single auxiliary beam when using estimated reflection

systems. We can see what factors affect the SINR and how they do it. It is well-known that the SINR is directly related to the radar

performance in the form of probability of detection, detection range and estimation accuracy. There the advantages with our new

way of viewing the auxiliary beam architecture are realized.

We will see that our use of the reflection system is equivalent to the ubiquitous SMI (Sample Matrix Inversion) method in the STAP

and adaptive beamforming literature, which makes our results widely applicable for auxiliary beam TSI suppression.

Some of our results in Section 2-3 are taken from our conference paper [3] but we have extended them with much new material.

For instance, paper [3] only treated the single auxiliary beam structure. Some material in [3] is removed here. The results in

Section 4-6 are all new and not published before.

Probably the best survey of TSI suppression methods is the article [13]. That article also describes single and multiple auxiliary

beam TSI suppression in a general form, but using the STAP SMI approach, which is different from ours. It does not have any

derivations of the suppression methods but that can be found in other literature. Furthermore, it does not model the reflection sys-
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tem and does not contain quality expressions. The article [13] assumes that all delays are used, i.e. there are no holes in the delay

sequence. Finally, the article [13] does not consider noise in the auxiliary channels.

In [15] an expression for the optimal SINR in the single auxiliary beam is given but only for a known reflection system. Neither it

is stated where the receiver noise enters, which makes a comparison with our results more difficult. A classical result for the SINR

loss as a function of the number of estimation data and model order for the fully adaptive array when using estimated interference

properties is presented in [29]. It cannot be used directly for our problem since the architectures of the suppression methods are

different. The result in [29] also assumes the data to have a certain and known probability distribution (Gaussian). Our results are

not restricted to that.

In Section 2 we describe the two structures of auxiliary beam TSI suppression, viz. the single auxiliary beam and multiple auxiliary

beam structures, and fit both these structures into a general structure. Section 3 treats the estimation of the reflection system, includ-

ing theoretical expressions for the quality of the estimate. Then in Section 4 we derive the theoretical expressions for TSI power

and SINR. We validate that theory with simulations in Section 5. In Section 6 we have a discussion and finally in Section 7 we give

some conclusions.

Vectors are denoted by bold lower case letters, matrices by bold upper case letters. Complex conjugate of a quantity is denoted

by , transpose of a matrix  by , and complex conjugate transpose by .

2 AUXILIARY BEAM TSI SUPPRESSION METHODS

This section describes the auxiliary beam TSI suppression architecture. Section 2.1 presents a general structure for this architec-

ture, which is then specialized to the single auxiliary beam and multiple auxiliary beam cases in Section 2.2 and 2.3. By the general

structure and the specializations we will realize that the estimation methods and the properties of the estimated reflection system

in Section 3 are valid for both the single and multiple auxiliary beam structures.

2.1  General structure

Auxiliary beam TSI suppression can be depicted by the block diagram in Fig. 1. The principle is to estimate and remove the TSI

signal in the radar main channel signal , where we look for the target. We utilize one or several auxiliary radar beams

directed towards the jammer or towards the TSI in other directions than the main beam in order to estimate the TSI signal in the

main beam. Since we employ a signal which is both spatial from an array antenna and temporal in fast-time, the suppression meth-

od belongs to the fast-time STAP group.

b

b* B BT BH

r t( ) m t( )
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The received radar signal in the main channel is (see Fig. 1)

. (1)

where are the TSI signals, is the reflected radar signal from targets and (normal) clutter, is the receiver noise in

the antenna channels used for the main channel and . The block is the main channel beamformer. The

signals and are the TSI signal and “noise” in the main channel. The subscript is used for the

main channel and  for the auxiliary channels.

The block in Fig. 1 is a reflection system from the transmitted jammer signal to the main channel antenna elements.

In the auxiliary channels, and are reflection system and beamformer, respectively, and is receiver noise plus any

remaining interference (jammer and radar signal).

The beamformers and are static (i.e. memory-less) linear systems with spatial signals as input and output. These systems

can be represented by matrices. Compare with the blocks “ ” and “ ” in Fig. 3a in [15]. The systems , ,

and (see below) are linear dynamic systems in fast-time. The input and output signal vectors are spatial. The beamformers

 and  are chosen by us and are therefore known, while the systems  and  are unknown.

The system  such that

(2)

is what we call the reflection system. If we estimate  such that

, (3)

then the TSI in the main channel can be cancelled perfectly.

2.2  Single auxiliary beam

In the single beam structure, only a single auxiliary beam is used to estimate the TSI signal. The beam is aimed directly towards

the jammer, while placing a null in the main beam direction. We assume that the auxiliary beam can measure the direct jammer

signal perfectly, giving (a scalar) and . The block diagram in Fig. 1 can be simplified to

Fig. 2, where and with an estimate of the reflection system . The signals are

, ,  and .

m t( ) BM rM t( ) sM t( ) nM t( )+ +( ) BM rM t( ) eM t( )+( )

r t( ) e t( )+

= =

=

rM t( ) sM t( ) nM t( )

eM t( ) sM t( ) nM t( )+= BM

r t( ) BM rM t( )= e t( ) BMeM t( )= M

A

HM q( ) d t( )

HA q( ) BA vA t( )

BM BA

s B HM q( ) HA q( ) HMA q( )

ĤMA q( )

BM BA HM q( ) HA q( )

HMA q( )

HMA q( )BAHA q( ) BM HM q( )=

ĤMA q( )

ĤMA q( )BAHA q( ) BM HM q( )=

BAHA q( ) 1= aA t( ) a t( ) d t( ) v t( )+= =

H q( ) BM HM q( )= ĤMA q( ) Ĥ q( )= H q( )

r t( ) BM rM t( )= s t( ) BMsM t( )= n t( ) BMnM t( )= v t( ) BAvA t( )=
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Other names of this TSI mitigation method is selected auxiliary TSI mitigation [13] and single beam hot clutter canceller [21]. The

method is also said to be treated in some not widely available literature, like [4, 7, 12]. This approach is also a commonly used for

noise and interference reduction in time [16] and in space [9, 19].

Note that the processing is conducted in two steps:

(1) Adaptive processing in space: Estimate (in the auxiliary beam) and suppress (in the main beam) the direct jammer signal.

(2) Adaptive processing in time: Suppress the TSI signals in the main channel.

Here we assume a single jammer, . If there are several jammers, each jammer has to be suppressed separately. We form

an auxiliary beam to each jammer direct signal while nulling the direct signal from the other jammers. For this we need sufficiently

many spatial degrees of freedom. After the nulling, the remaining jammer signals in the auxiliary beam can be regarded as noise.

Despite the simple structure of single auxiliary beam TSI suppression, it has some advantages over other suppression methods, see

[13, 27, 28]. It also has some drawbacks, see [13, 21].

2.3  Multiple auxiliary beams

In the multiple beam structure, also called the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GLC) method [13, 21], beams are formed, one

of which is the main beam and the other auxiliary beams must be chosen orthogonal to the main beam to prevent target

leakage into the auxiliary channels.

In this structure, Fig. 1 can be simplified to Fig. 3. This block diagram is similar to the one for the single beam structure but with

the difference that there are now several spatial channels in the systems and signals in the auxiliary branch. Note that now,

 and  with . We again assume a single jammer.

In the multiple beam structure, the reflection system estimate should not be an estimate of but of

 in (2). We call  the generalized reflection system. The signals , ,  are as in Section 2.2.

Also in this structure we have the two-step processing in Section 2.2 but now we have several beams in the auxiliary branch to

estimate the jammer signal. There are advantages and drawbacks also with the multiple beam structure of auxiliary beam TSI sup-

pression, see [13].

d t( ) d t( )=

M

M 1–

BAHA q( ) 1≠ aA t( ) BAH
A

q( )d t( ) vAB t( )+= vAB t( ) BAvA t( )=

ĤMA q( ) H q( ) BM HM q( )=

HMA q( ) HMA q( ) r t( ) s t( ) n t( )
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3 ESTIMATION OF THE REFLECTION SYSTEM

We define a model of the reflection system for the single beam and multiple beam structures of auxiliary beam TSI suppression in

Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2 we show how the reflection system can be estimated. In Section 3.3 we present theoretical expres-

sions for the quality of the estimated reflection system.

3.1  Model of the reflection system

We model the TSI signal in the main channel  with a linear regression

(4)

The vector only contains signals or (see below) and are the impulse response coefficients in the model of the

reflection system with being defined by (2). The elements of are called regressors. Since only con-

tains input signals of the system, (4) is an FIR (Finite Impulse Response) system. Other model structures would also be possible,

e.g. ARX or Output Error [25]. Especially for the singe beam structure, a FIR model of the reflection system is

natural because the reflection system can be seen as created by reflections of the transmitted jammer signal at a finite number of

point scatterers with different delays.

In the single beam structure, the vector  contains the direct jammer signals

,

and

, (5)

where  is the maximum time delay for this structure.

In the multiple beam structure the vector  contains the received jammer signals in the  auxiliary channels:

where is the signal in the auxiliary channel at fast time and is the maximum time delay for this structure. Here,

the impulse response  of the system  (2) is:

r t( )

r t( ) ϕT t( )h=

ϕT t( ) a t( ) ak t( ) h

HMA q( ) HMA q( ) ϕT t( ) ϕT t( )

HMA q( ) H q( )=

ϕT t( )

ϕT t( ) a t( ) … a t T SA– 1+( ), ,[ ]=

h h 0( ) … h T SA 1–( ), ,[ ]T=

T SA

ϕT t( ) M 1–

ϕT t( ) a1 t( ) … a1 t T GLC– 1+( ) … a, M 1– t( ) …
aM 1– t T GLC– 1+( )

, , , ,
,
[

],
=

ai t( ) ith t T GLC

h HMA q( )
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where  are the coefficients for the  auxiliary channel at fast time delay .

The number of coefficients in is for the single beam structure and for the multiple beam structure

if there are no “holes” in the possible sequence of coefficients. Note, that it is not necessary that the coefficients are consecutive in

time and antenna channels. There may be “holes” in the sequence. We may keep the most important coefficients (the most impor-

tant scatterers), discard the other and get a better estimate of the reflection system. This is a problem in itself. It is related to com-

pressed sensing/sampling [6]. See [24, 25, 26] for general information on how to choose regressors/coefficients. We will see in

Section 5.3 that the choice of proper coefficients is important for the radar performance.

3.2  Estimation of the reflection system

There are several methods in the literature to estimate a system like the reflection system without the noise in the auxiliary

channels. In [3] we saw that the Least Squares (LS) method [20] and the Prediction Error Method (PEM) [25], well-known in the

field of System Identification, are equivalent for this system. The Wiener filter, which minimizes the Minimum Mean Square Error

(MMSE) [17], can also be employed for the reflection system estimation [21]. Compared to the PEM/LS method, the Wien-

er/MMSE filter uses ideal ensemble mean values instead of averages of measured data. The ensemble mean values must be esti-

mated and natural choices are the averages used in the PEM/LS method. Then the PEM, LS, Wiener and MMSE methods will give

exactly the same estimator of the reflection system. Therefore the expressions for the quality of the estimated reflection system in

Section 3.3 will be valid for all these methods.

We will here show how the reflection system can be estimated with the (deterministic) LS (Least Squares) [20]. We can write equa-

tion (1) in a different way:

(6)

and the estimate of the TSI signal

,

where , , ,

 and

h h1 0( ) … h1 T GLC 1–( ) …, , ,[=

hM 1– 0( ) … hM 1– T GLC 1–( ), , ],

hi τ( ) ith τ

h n T SA= n T GLC M 1–( )=

vA t( )

m t0( ) r t0( ) e t0( )+=

r̂ t0( ) A t0( )ĥ=

m t0( ) m t0( ) … m t0 N 1–+( ), ,[ ]T= r t0( ) r t0( ) … r t0 N 1–+( ), ,[ ]T= e t0( ) e t0( ) … e t0 N 1–+( ), ,[ ]T=

r̂ t0( ) r̂ t0( ) … r̂ t0 N 1–+( ), ,[ ]T=
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(7)

In equation (6)-(7) the time index indicates the point of time when the estimation is performed. In the following, will be

omitted in order to simplify the notation. The quantity is the number of estimation data or identification data. The estimation

data consists of  or  in  and of  in .

The estimation problem is with this notation for both the single and multiple beam structures

(8)

with the loss function

, (9)

where  denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector. Without radar returns in the main channel we choose

Equation (8) has the solution

. (10)

If we define  and , i.e.

 and , (11)

we can write the solution (10) as

. (12)

Wee see that this is also the PEM estimate [25]. Furthermore, we realize the matrix is the sample matrix estimate of the ubiq-

uitous interference covariance matrix in adaptive beamforming and STAP [13, 15]. Thus equation (12) is the usual SMI (sample

matrix inversion) filter weights of the sidelobe canceller architecture of adaptive beamforming and STAP [13, 15]. This means that

our results apply to the usual adaptive beamforming and STAP filter.

A t0( )

ϕT t0( )

:

ϕT t0 n 1–+( )

:

ϕT t0 N 1–+( )

=

t0 t0

N

a t( ) ak t( ) A m t( ) m

ĥ V N h( )
h

minarg=

V N h( )

V N h( ) m m̂– 2=

⋅ m̂ r̂ Aĥ= =

ĥ V N h( )
h

minarg AH A( ) 1– AHm= =

N f⋅ N AHm= N R⋅ N AH A=

f N

1

N
---- ϕ* t( )m t( )

t 0=

N 1–

∑= RN

1

N
---- ϕ* t( )ϕT t( )

t 0=

N 1–

∑=

ĥ RN
1– f N=

RN
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We now generalize the LS estimation to the weighted least squares problem (WLS) by introducing the weighting matrix :

(13)

with the loss function  now using a weighted norm

(14)

and with the solution [20]

(15)

if  is invertible. With  the solution (15) is the same as the unweighted LS solution (10).

The weighting matrix in WLS is useful when the noise is not white. The noise could be non-white when the target is dis-

tributed or the clutter is correlated, both cases when the radar resolution is high. By choosing the weighting matrix as

(16)

with we achieve the smallest variance of the estimate . This can be realized by using the

Gauss-Markov Theorem in [20] and our definition of the covariance matrix in calculations similar to the ones in [20]. This estimate

is called the best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE), the minimum variance unbiased estimator (MVUE) or the Markov estimate.

See also [25].

If the noise in the auxiliary channels is not negligible, an approach is to use TLS (Total Least Squares) [18, 20]. In [10], LS

and TLS were compared in three radar applications for “cancellation of electromagnetic noise-like interference in modern radar

systems”. TLS gave better performance in two of the applications and LS in one. TLS was less robust than LS and required more

computations. The conclusion was that LS is the preferred choice. In our application, the single auxiliary beam structure might

cope better with the noise in the auxiliary channel than the multiple beam structure because the jammer signal is stronger

compared to the noise. Therefore LS could be appropriate for single beam and TLS for multiple beam TSI suppression.

Important aspects on employing auxiliary beam TSI suppression is the point of time to estimate the reflection system, the point of

time to apply the estimate and what estimation data to choose. Since the TSI is non-stationary, the reflection system must be updat-

ed regularly, typically once for each PRI (Pulse Repetition Interval) [13, 28]. The application of the system estimate should be as

W

ĥ V N h( )
h

minarg=

V N h( )

V N h( ) m m̂–
W
2 m Ah– W

2

m Ah–( )HW m Ah–( )
= =

=

ĥ V N h( )
h

minarg AHWA( ) 1– AHWm= =

AHWA( ) W I=

W e e

W Re
*( ) 1–=

Re e e{ }E–( )* e e{ }E–( )T{ }E= ĥ

ĥ

v t( )

v t( )
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close as possible in time to the estimation data and the estimation data should be free of monostatic clutter [13, 28]. The single

beam structure might better cope with monostatic clutter and targets in the estimation data because the direct jammer signal is

strong in the auxiliary channel due to the beam directly towards the jammer.

We will see in this article that the number of estimation data should be large for good quality of the estimated reflection system

and for good radar performance (SINR). However, if we choose too many estimation data some of them will be outdated because

of the non-stationarity of the TSI. This will result in lower performance [28]. See the article [28] for suggestions on how to obtain

estimation data and how to apply the suppression filter, i.e. the reflection system.

To cope with large signal dimensions and lack of sufficient estimation data in STAP, rank reduction methods are suggested in the

literature. In our auxiliary beam TSI suppression architecture, rank reduction can be performed by a matrix multiplication on the

received radar snapshot, see [15]. The beamforming matrix  in Fig. 1 may contain a matrix for spatial rank reduction.

3.3 Quality of the estimated reflection system

3.3.1  Bias of the estimate

Assume that the (true) received signal in the main beam is

, (17)

where the jammer signals in are deterministic, is the true impulse response of the reflection system and the stochastic vector

is our “noise” (consists of target and clutter reflections and the receiver noise ). Then, from equation (15) and (17)

the WLS estimate of  will be

(18)

The bias of the estimated impulse response is

(19)

where . If the mean value of is zero, i.e. , the bias of the estimate will be zero. This can also be realized

using results from system identification by noting that our FIR model is at the same time an OE (Output Error) model

[25]. It is known that it is possible to estimate OE models without bias if the true system can be described exactly by the model.

N

BA

m Ah0 e+=

A h0

e s n+= s n

h

ĥ AHWA( ) 1– AHWm AHWA( ) 1– AHW Ah0 e+( )
h0 AHWA( ) 1– AHWe+

= =

=

b ĥ{ }E h0– AHWA( ) 1– AHWe{ }E

AHWA( ) 1– AHWme

= =

=

me e{ }E= e me 0= ĥ

m Ah e+=
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This is valid even if the noise model cannot describe the true noise system. However, this would not be the case if we had general

ARX structures [25]. These would not be of the OE structure. See [25] for more information about this. If the mean value of is

not zero, then the bias of the estimate  will probably not be zero.

If the criterion is unweighted, i.e. , the bias simplifies to

. (20)

Since  consists of the jammer signal , we get the following:

, (21)

where means “proportional to” and  is the jammer power in the estimation data.

We see from (19), (20) and (21) that the bias depends on the mean value of , the received jammer signals in (especially the

jammer power ), the weighting matrix and the number of estimation data . We realize from (18) that the bias is independent

of the colour of the noise .

We have performed some simulations to validate the quality expressions for the reflection system. With the ideal radar setup and

ideal reflection system in Section 5.1, our theoretical bias and estimated bias (considered the truth) agreed excellently. For the real-

istic setup and realistic system, the bias agreement was not so good.

3.3.2  Covariance of the estimate

If there is no bias, i.e. , in the estimated coefficients , the covariance matrix of  is, from equation (18),

. (22)

If the noise is white, i.e. its covariance matrix , where is the power of in the estimation data, and the criterion

is unweighted, i.e. , the covariance simplifies to

, (23)

e

ĥ

W I=

b
1

N
----RN

1– AHme=

A d t( )

b 1 λd⁄∝

∝ λd

e A

λd W N

e t( )

ĥ{ }E h0= ĥ ĥ

PN ĥ{ }Cov ĥ ĥ{ }E–( )*
ĥ ĥ{ }E–( )T{ }E

AHWA( ) *– AT W*e*eT WT A* AHWA( ) T–{ }E

AT W* A*( ) 1– AT W*ReWT A* AT WT A*( ) 1–

= =

=

=

e Re λeI= λe e t( )

W I=

PN λe AT A*( ) 1– λe AH A( ) 1–( )* 1

N
----λe RN

1–( )*= = =
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where is given by equation (11). When we derive the remaining TSI power and SINR after suppression (Section 4.1) we need

(23). In [25] similar calculations as here are performed but only for systems with real valued signals. The application of TSI sup-

pression is not treated in [20, 25]. Since  consists of the jammer signal , the following is also valid:

, (24)

We see, the stronger jammer the better .

The true power of in (23) is not known but can be estimated. If and is white, an unbiased estimate is given by

[25]

,

where  is the loss function (9) or (14). Thus an estimate of  in the white noise case is

. (25)

When the bias of is zero and and are large, we have approximately for the variance of the frequency function of the esti-

mated jammer reflection system  [25]

, (26)

where and are the frequency spectra at estimation for and , respectively. Here we clearly see

that increasing the model order makes the estimated model worse but increasing the number of estimation data makes the

model better. Increasing the “noise” (target, clutter and receiver noise power) and/or decreasing the jammer signal power at esti-

mation time will make the estimated model worse and vice versa.

3.3.3 Noise in a single auxiliary channel

We now look at what happens for the single auxiliary beam case if we have estimated the reflection system as in Section 3.2, but

there is noise present in the auxiliary channel at estimation time, i.e. . Then in (12) and (15) will not be optimal but we

can still compute the covariance . We assume now that and are uncorrelated in time and with each other.

This assumption should be valid, except perhaps for a repeater jammer, when might be correlated in time. We have not seen

any literature about TSI and its suppression for repeater jammers. Then

RN

A d t( )

PN 1 d2 t( ){ }E( )⁄∝ 1 λd⁄=

ĥ

λe e e{ }E 0= e

λe
ˆ N

N n–
-------------V N h( )=

V N h( ) PN

P̂N
1

N
----λe

ˆ RN
1–( )*=

ĥ n N

Ĥ q( )

Ĥ eiω h( ){ }Var
n

N
----

Φe ω( )

Φd ω( )
---------------≈

Φe ω( ) Φd ω( ) e t( ) s t( ) n t( )+= d t( )

n N

v t( ) 0≠ ĥ

PN ĥ{ }Cov= d t( ) v t( )

d t( )
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(27)

where and are the jammer power and auxiliary noise power in the estimation data and is

the identity matrix. If and are ergodic processes then will converge to the right side of (27) when . For

limited the equation (27) will be an approximation. From (23) and (27) we now get the covariance matrix of the estimated reflec-

tion system

(28)

Here we see how the number of estimation data, the power of jammer, auxiliary channel noise and main channel noise (target,

clutter and receiver noise) at the estimation influence the variance of the estimated reflection system. It seems like in (28) that

stronger noise in the auxiliary channel at the estimation will give a better estimated system and better TSI suppression. However,

the estimated coefficients will probably get a bias because is a false “jammer signal” which is not present in the main channel.

This we have seen by simulations. We will need (28) in Section 4.1.

In our simulations with the ideal radar setup and ideal reflection system in Section 5.1, our theoretical variance and estimated var-

iance (considered the truth) was excellent. For the realistic setup and realistic system, the agreement was rather good. We noted

that it is important to take the noise  in the auxiliary channel into account as in (28).

4 THEORY FOR TSI POWER AND SINR

In this section we derive theoretical expressions for the remaining TSI power after suppression and the SINR (Signal to Interference

plus Noise Ratio) in the single auxiliary beam structure.

4.1  Remaining TSI power after suppression

First, we derive expressions for the remaining TSI power in the main channel before and after suppression. These quantities are

the key quantities from which we can derive other quantities like the SINR.

We model the true reflection system coefficients as stochastic and the estimated reflection system coefficients as the true

coefficients  plus zero mean uncorrelated errors :

. (29)
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This implies that the bias of the estimated coefficients will be zero (Section 3.3.1) and the vectors and in (5), (12) and (15)

will be stochastic.

The signals and are then stochastic processes which are statistically dependent on . The powers, expectations and var-

iances which we compute are conditioned on . When we write , we mean , which is the var-

iance of the coefficients of the estimated reflection system when is known. This variance is the diagonal elements of in (22),

(23) and (28).

If we assume  is a white process, we can write the TSI power in the main channel without suppression as

(30)

The third equality follows from being uncorrelated in time. The quantity is the jammer power during TSI suppression

filtering. is the Euclidean norm of the vector and is also a measure of the strength of the true reflection system. We see in

(30) that the power of  is dependent on the jammer power and the strength of the reflection system, as expected.

Now, we first note that

, (31)

utilizing (29), the uncorrelation between and and the zero mean of . We observe that the variance of the estimated

reflection system is independent of the strength of the true reflection coefficients .

Then, if we assume the following: the number of estimated system coefficients is the same as the number of true coefficients (= );

the delays are the same in the estimated and the true systems; and are white stationary processes in time; , ,

and are uncorrelated with each other, we get the power of the remaining TSI signal in the main channel after suppression as

(see Appendix A)

(32)
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where is the power of during TSI suppression filtering, is given in (22), (23) or (28) and is the trace of a square

matrix (= the sum of the diagonal elements). Wee see that, is dependent on the jammer power and auxiliary

channel noise power at the TSI suppression, the variance of the estimated coefficients and of the strength of the true system. Note

that in the term ,  belongs to the auxiliary channel and  to the main channel.

The signal does not seem to matter for this computation. It is not part of the calculation of the remaining TSI

signal or power in (32). However, matters for the estimation of the reflection system and therefore also for the remaining TSI

signal or power, as we will see.

Now, we utilize (28). For limited this equation is an approximation as noted in Section 3.3.3. For us it is only important that the

diagonal elements are sufficiently correct because of the trace operation in (32) which gives with (28)

. (33)

If we insert this in (32) we arrive at

. (34)

We see that the remaining TSI power also is dependent on the model order , the number of estimation data and signal powers

(jammer, auxiliary channel noise and ) during the estimation.

It appears in (34) as if a stronger noise in the auxiliary channel at estimation gives a lower TSI power. See Section 3.3.3 for a com-

ment on this.

If  and  then (34) simplifies to

, (35)

which is independent of the jammer power.

4.2  Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio

Now, we will derive expressions for the SINR for the single auxiliary beam structure. The SINR is the principal radar performance

measure, directly affecting the probability of detection, detection range and estimation accuracy.
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The SINR without TSI suppression is, using (30),

, (36)

where is the target power and the receiver noise in the main channel at TSI suppression filtering. We assume absence of

monostatic clutter at suppression. Such clutter could be handled separately as described in [28]. This SINR is dependent on the

jammer power and the strength of the true reflection system.

The SINR with TSI suppression is using (32)

. (37)

This SINR is dependent on the jammer power and auxiliary channel noise power during TSI filtering, the variance of the estimated

reflection system coefficients and on the strength of the true reflection system.

Using the expression in (34) we also get

. (38)

Here we note that the SINR also is dependent on the model order , the number of estimation data and the jammer power and

auxiliary channel noise power and power of  during the estimation.

With  and  this simplifies to

, (39)

which is independent of jammer power. Thus, the SINR should be able to be independent of the jammer power. The reason is that

a stronger jammer at filtering is balanced by a better estimate of the reflection system. We see that when , there will still

be a SINR loss due to the noise in the auxiliary channel. This is not the case in the expression in [29]. The SINR expressions in

[15] show no dependence on the number of estimation data because they assume known TSI properties.
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5 SIMULATIONS OF TSI POWER AND SINR

In this section we validate our theory for TSI power and SINR against simulations. We will see that the theory agrees well with the

simulations despite the fact that the assumptions for the optimal TSI filter is not completely fulfilled. The exception is when there

are missing true delays in the model of the reflection system but we have an explanation for this.

5.1  Simulation setup

The simulation scenarios consist of two parts, definition of the true reflection system and definition of the rest of the scenario. The

latter we call the radar setup.

In the ideal radar setup there is no noise in the auxiliary channel and no target in the estimation data. In the realistic radar

setup there is one point target (power 20 dB) at range in the estimation data and noise (zero-mean white complex Gaus-

sian with power 0 dB). The number  is the number of range bins.

Four different true reflection systems have been employed. The ideal system is a simple reflection system with complex

coefficients with amplitude 0.1 = -20 dB and uncorrelated uniform random phase, see Fig. 4. The (more) realistic system has uncor-

related complex gaussian coefficients with delay dependent variance , see Fig. 4. The number of true coeffi-

cients is the same as the number of estimation data, which usually is much larger than the number of estimated coefficients. The

system ‘fullconst+s’, is like the ideal system but has one more coefficient, which is weak (amplitude 0.01= ). The system

‘fullconst+1’, is like ‘fullconst+s’ but the extra coefficient is strong (amplitude 0.1= ).

Especially in wireless communications, reflection systems have been studied, e.g. in [2, 8, 30]. The measurements in [8] are some-

what similar to our ideal system. Our more realistic reflection system does not behave exactly as the measurements in [2, 30] but

has a character similar to them. The simulations assume either that no monostatic clutter is present or that it can be suppressed

separately (see Section 1).

For both radar setups the noise in the main channel was zero-mean white complex Gaussian with power 0 dB. Also at sup-

pression filtering there was a point target (power 20 dB) at range . The jammer power at suppression was either constant

at or varied from -20 to +60 dB in steps of 1 dB. In most simulations but in Section 5.4,

is fixed at . There were different random reflection systems for each used number of data but the same random

system was employed for all used different jammer powers . The estimated system was always of FIR structure with

coefficients. The number of Monte Carlo simulations was 100.

v t( )

N R 2⁄ v t( )

N R

n 10=

0.1 t 10⁄–( )exp[ ]2
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N R 2⁄ Pd
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We will in the simulation results show two types of graphs. First, we will show graphs of the power of the TSI signal in the main

channel without suppression, , and with suppression, (also called the remaining TSI signal). Both theoretical values

according to (30) and (34) and values estimated from the simulations are displayed. This will give four curves in each graph,

labelled Theo r(t) (30), Theo8 r(t)-rHat(t) (34), Sim r(t) (estimated, without suppression) and Sim r(t)-rHat(t) (estimated, with).

See Fig. 5 for an example.

Second, we will show graphs of the SINR without or with TSI suppression. Both theoretical values from (36) and (38) and values

estimated from the simulations are displayed. The four curves are labelled Theo wo. (36), Theo8 w. (38) , Est wo. (estimated, with-

out suppression) and Est w. (estimated, with). See Fig. 5 for an example.

The values estimated from the simulations are considered the truth in all graphs.

5.2  Results for the ideal and realistic scenario

With the ideal radar setup and the ideal true system the theory agrees very well with the simulations. With the realistic radar setup

and the realistic true system the theory for the TSI power and the SINR after suppression only agrees with the simulations for jam-

mer power (Fig. 5). We will see the reason for the failure in Section 5.3. For the ideal true system the TSI suppression

always succeeds in keeping a constant SINR despite an increasing jammer power, which is also predicted by (39). See the “ideal”

curve in Fig. 6. For the realistic true system the constant SINR cannot be maintained but we can define a SINR improvement as the

difference between SINR with TSI suppression and SINR without TSI suppression (Fig. 5).

5.3  Results for missing delays

Fig. 6 shows the TSI signal power as a function of jammer power for different true systems. The realistic radar setup was employed.

As a function of jammer power there are different deviations of the theory from the simulation depending on the true system. As

a function of number of data, only for the true system ‘fullconst+1’ the theoretical value of the remaining TSI power differs sig-

nificantly from the estimated one.

For the ideal true system the estimated system has all delays which are present in the true one and the theory agrees with the sim-

ulation. In the true systems ‘fullconst+s’ and ‘fullconst+1’ there is an extra delay in the system which is not present in the estimated

one. The true system ‘fullconst+s’ has a small extra coefficients for the extra delay, causing a weak TSI signal to slip into the main

channel. The true system ‘fullconst+1’ has a strong extra coefficient causing a stronger TSI signal to slip in. Since the estimated

r t( ) r t( ) r̂ t( )–

Pd 10 dB≤
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system does not have a coefficient for the extra delay, it has no chance to cancel this extra TSI signal. We call this phenomenon

TSI leakage and it can be seen as the disagreement between theory and simulations in Fig. 6.

5.4  Different jammer power for estimation and filtering

Fig. 7 displays what happens if the jammer power is not the same for estimation and filtering. The graph depicts the TSI signal

power as a function of the jammer power at the suppression for different true systems while the estimation jammer power is

fixed at .

For the case without TSI leakage (ideal true system) our theory agrees well with the simulation. Also for the case with small TSI

leakage (true system ‘fullconst+s’) the theory agrees. Only for the true system ‘fullconst+1’ the theoretical value of the remaining

TSI power differs significantly from the estimated one.

6 DISCUSSION ABOUT THE RADAR PERFORMANCE

In the derivations of the theory in Chapter 4 we have utilized a number of assumptions. We have seen that having the correct delays

in the estimated reflection system is very important and our theory will fail if this is not the case. The important thing is that the

estimated system is not missing delays with strong system coefficients. Compare the result for the systems ‘fullconst+s’ and ‘full-

const+1’. In reality, the true reflection system will most likely not be limited in delay but the impulse response will wear off indef-

initely. This would make it impossible to completely cancel the TSI. We will not achieve a constant SINR independent of the

jammer power. We will instead get a certain SINR improvement. One way to increase the SINR improvement could be, not to

choose the delays in the estimated reflection system consecutively but choose the delays with the strongest true coefficients. See

Section 3.1 and the references there. In the opposite case, if we had too many delays in the estimated system, the filter would have

the ability to cancel all leaking TSI signals but it also would give a higher variance of the estimated system coefficients, see (26),

and therefore lower SINR, equation (38). It will be a trade-off.

It is often suggested in the literature [11, 14, 23], that for the required number of fast-time taps , where is the

maximum delay of the true reflection system. We have not seen a proof for that. In [1] the condition

(40)

for the required number which “guarantees hot-clutter rejectability” for fully adaptive fast-time STAP is given. In (14), is

the number of antenna channels and the number of jammers. Equation (40) is a sufficient but not necessary condition and it

Pd

λd 20 dB=

Rft Rtsi= Rft Rtsi

Rft
Nd Rtsi 1–( )⋅

L Nd–
-------------------------------->

Rft L

Nd
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does not guarantee the resulting SINR. We can realize from (40) that to some extent there is a trade-off between spatial and tem-

poral DoFs (Degrees of Freedom) in order to suppress the TSI. Using (40) we can also see that the requirements on can be both

or depending on the case. In our simulations we have seen that is necessary to avoid TSI leakage,

which is in agreement with [11, 14, 23]. But we have no extra spatial DoFs to play with as in (40).

Another assumption to question is whether the jammer transmits white noise. This is a very common assumption and reasonable

but we have not investigated what happens for non-white jamming. We have not seen any literature on TSI suppression for non-

white jamming. We also assume that the signal is white. It is reasonable that the receiver noise is white.

Also a point target in will have a white spectrum. If the radar range resolution is very high, it could resolve the target into

several dependent scatterers and the target signal could be correlated. Also any remaining clutter (part of ) could be correlated

for high radar resolution.

A fourth assumption to consider is that the number of estimation data should be large. For a 1D filter in fast-time as our TSI filter,

the problem is not as large. In a simple simulation our theory gave an error in the theoretical SINR of about 3 dB for , 0.7 dB

for , 0.5 dB for  and 0.3 dB for .

Yet another assumption is that the bias in the estimated coefficients of the reflection system should be zero in (23), (28) and (29).

In Section 3.3.1 we saw that the bias can be zero according to the theory but in the simulations it was not zero. Despite that, our

theory for TSI power and SINR agrees with our simulations. The theory is robust to this assumption.

Our expressions for SINR work even if there is a target signal in the estimation data. A target is not allowed to be present [31] for

the SINR loss expression in [29].

A derivation of the TSI power and SINR for the multiple beam structure would be more complicated than for a single beam. How-

ever, it is probable that the TSI power and SINR for multiple beams should qualitatively behave as the ones for a single beam. The

interpretation of in our TSI power and SINR expressions must be changed since for multiple beams, are the coefficients

of the true system in (2). For the multiple beam structure, (40) tells us that the number of delays need not always be the

same in the estimated reflection system and in the true system for good suppression.

Rft
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7 CONCLUSIONS

7.1  Conclusions for the reflection system (Section 2-3)

We have presented a new way to view auxiliary beam TSI (Terrain Scattered Interference) suppression, centred around the reflec-

tion system.

We have put the single beam and multiple beam structures of the auxiliary beam TSI suppression in a common framework.

We see that the reflection system is the same as the usual adaptive filter weights in the well-known SMI (sample matrix inversion)

sidelobe canceller of adaptive beamforming and STAP. Our matrix is the sample matrix estimate of the ubiquitous interference

covariance matrix. Because of this our results apply also to this usual filter (except (28)).

We present theoretical expressions of the quality (bias and variance) of the estimate of the reflection system and see how some

factors influence the quality. The variance expressions are needed when we derive the performance of the radar system.

We have also discussed several other aspects on using auxiliary beam TSI suppression, like only modelling the most important

scatterers and estimating with different kinds of noise.

7.2 Conclusions for the radar performance (Section 4-6)

We have studied the radar performance for the single auxiliary beam TSI suppression structure. Our main results are theoretical

expressions for remaining TSI power and SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) after suppression filtering, equations (32),

(34), (35), (37), (38) and (39). Since the SINR is directly connected to the radar performance, with these expressions, it is possible

to see what factors affect the performance and how they do it. Among others we note that ideally the TSI suppression should be

able to keep the SINR constant regardless of the jammer power. The TSI power and SINR should also in the multiple auxiliary

beam structure qualitatively behave as our theoretical expressions.

In all simulations (single auxiliary beam) where the estimated reflection system has all the delays of the true system the theory

agrees very well with the simulations, which are considered the truth. However, when the estimated system is missing one or more

delays of the true system, the TSI filter cannot suppress the TSI signal with these delay(s) and TSI power will slip into the main

radar channel. This phenomenon, which we call TSI leakage, has a very large impact on the performance. The SINR cannot be kept

constant. We instead can define an SINR improvement. Since, in the multiple auxiliary beam structure, spatial and temporal degrees

of freedom can in some extent be traded against each other, this paragraph is not expected to be valid for multiple beams.

RN
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APPENDIX A : DERIVATION OF THEORETICAL TSI POWER

We will derive equation (32) for the power of the remaining TSI signal in the main channel after suppression. We start without

noise  in the auxiliary channel.

We assume the number of estimated system coefficients is the same as the number of true coefficients (= ) and the delays are the

same in the estimated and the true systems. The TSI power in the main channel after suppression is

(41)

When all terms of the type  are split into double sums of themselves, we get nine double sums from (41).

If we assume  is uncorrelated with  and , then
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and the same for similar terms in (41).

If we assume is white in time, only terms in the double sums in (41) with will survive and the double sums become

single sums. We also assume is stationary and independent of . Then, the factors

 in (41), where  is the jammer power during TSI suppression filtering.

Since  and  are uncorrelated

and the same for similar terms in (41).

Now remains from (41)

. (42)

Using (31), (42) and the trace operator we arrive at

(43)

where  is the covariance matrix of .

Now we turn to the somewhat more complicated case with noise  in the auxiliary channel.
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While we in (41) only had nine double sums, we in (44) have twenty-five.

If we assume is a white stationary process in time, and are uncorrelated with and use that and are

uncorrelated, we can see that the new double sums also become single sums and that most of the new sums will be zero. The only

new non-zero sums of  are

(45)

The factors are the power of the noise during TSI suppression. Using

 and (31) the new terms in (45) will be

. (46)

By adding the new terms in (46) to (43) and using and the trace operator we finally arrive at

which is equation (32).
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of auxiliary beam TSI suppression. is the transmitted jammer signal. In the auxiliary channels is

receiver noise plus remaining interference (jammer and radar signal), is the reflection system and is the beamformer.

In the main channel, is the reflected jammer signals, and are the reflection system and beamformer, is the

reflected radar signal from targets and monostatic clutter and is the receiver noise. is the estimated reflection sys-

tem in (3).

Fig. 2 Block diagram of single auxiliary beam TSI suppression.  is the direct jammer signal.  is receiver noise plus re-

maining interference in the auxiliary channel.  is the reflection system and  is the TSI (hot clutter),  is the reflected

radar signal from targets and (normal) clutter and  is the receiver noise in the main channel.
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of multiple auxiliary beam TSI suppression.  is the direct jammer signal.  is receiver noise plus

remaining interference in the auxiliary channel. In the main channel, is the reflection system, is the TSI signal, is

the reflected radar signal from targets and monostatic clutter and  is the receiver noise.

Fig. 4 Absolute value of the impulse response coefficients of the ideal and realistic system types used in the simulations. Only one

realization of the realistic system is shown.
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Fig. 5 Power of TSI signals and SINR as a function of jammer power . Realistic radar setup with realistic true system.

Top: TSI signal power. Bottom: SINR.
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Fig. 6 Power of TSI signals as a function of jammer power . Realistic radar setup. . True systems: ‘ideal’, ‘full-

const+s’ and ‘fullconst+1’.

Fig. 7 Power of TSI signals as a function of jammer power at suppression while is fix. Realistic radar setup. True

systems: ‘ideal’, ‘fullconst+s’. and ‘fullconst+1’.
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